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A Level Psychology (Yr1) Revision -  
Memory: Working Memory Model
Attempt the following MCQs on this topic. For each question there is
only ONE correct answer.

1. Which component of working memory is a temporary store that integrates the information
processed by the other stores?

A Episodic buffer B Central executive

C Phonological loop D Visuo-spatial sketchpad

2. Which of these types of studies are not used to support the working memory model?

A Brain scanning studies B Case studies of people with brain
damage

C Studies of dual task performance D Studies using nonsense syllables

3. What are the three slave systems in the working memory model?

A Central executive, visuo-spatial
sketchpad, episodic buffer

B Phonological loop, visuo-spatial
sketchpad, episodic buffer

C Central executive, phonological
loop, visuo-spatial sketchpad

D Phonological loop, episodic buffer,
central executive

4. The phonological loop is subdivided into two components. What are they called?

A phonological store and articulatory
process

B articulatory store and phonological
process

C visual scribe and inner cache D visual cache and inner scribe

5. Why does the case study of KF support the working memory model?

A He could still play the piano
despite not remembering his wife's
name

B He had poor STM for verbal
information but could process
visual information normally in STM

C He had poor STM for visual
information in STM but could
process verbal information
normally

D He was unable to transfer
information from STM to LTM
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6. Which is the most important but least understood component of working memory?

A The visuou-spatial sketchpad B The central executive

C The episodic buffer D The phonological loop

7. Who developed the working memory model?

A Shallice and Warrington B Baddeley

C Atkinson and Shiffrin D Tulving

8. What is 'articulatory suppression'?

A stopping someone from talking B A task conducted by the central
executive

C a repetitive task that keeps the
articulatory process busy

D stopping someone from thinking
about something

9. What area of the brain have brain scans shown to be active in tasks involving the central
executive?

A hypothalamus B prefrontal cortex

C visual cortex D limbic system

10. Which of the following statements about the central executive is false?

A It is an attentional process B It has an unlimited storage
capacity

C It monitors incoming information D It allocates slave systems to tasks
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